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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This legal disclaimer section must be read entirely. If you have any doubts, seek
legal, financial, tax, or other qualified professionals' guidance. All of the
information shown here is not meant to be comprehensive, and it should never
be interpreted as part of any legal contract.
We are certain that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that
all goods, services, technological architecture, token distribution, and corporate
schedules are correct and current. Furthermore, all of this information may have
been modified without notice, and it should never be construed as a formal
counseling agreement.

No Advice:
Nobody is obligated to sign a contract or make a legally binding promise to
donate as a result of reading this white paper. This white paper also does not
constitute any form or part of any opinion that could be construed as advice, or
that could be used to sell or solicit any offer by our token, nor should it be
construed as a part of any effect that could be used in the formation of a contract
or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of our Website, products and applications are solely responsible for
deciding what taxes if any, may be applicable to their transactions. It is not the
responsibility of the Speed-FI to determine which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability:
Speed-Fi takes no responsibility for any loss or injury coming from the use of
this website's content, including written content, links to third-party websites,
data, quotes, charts, and buy/sell signals. Do your own research (DYOR).

Investment risks:
Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all
investors. Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you
should carefully consider your investment goals, degree of experience, and risk
appetite.
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INTRODUCTION
Staying on top of all the requirements that must be met in a world that is always
changing, revolutionizing, and growing through innovation becomes more crucial every
day. As things change, new opportunities emerge, and the organization that seizes them
will reap the most benefits. To take advantage of these prospects, we must stay current
with the latest requirements that come with any invention or discovery in any field.
Speed-Fi is a multi-functional technological application offering a range of decentralized
finance (DeFi) services, as well as a multi-network launchpad and non-fungible token
(NFT) supermarkets. Speed-Fi is a cutting-edge next-generation decentralized finance
application that aims to improve users' experiences by bridging the gap between
technology, fairness, and enjoyment. The fully automated and decentralized ecosystem,
powered by smart contracts that supports 15+ Blockchain networks including Ethereum,
Binance, Avalanche, Polygon, Tron, Fantom, etc; is designed to bridge the gap between a
blockchain gaming/finance experience and traditional practice, while keeping the
lottery and betting processes and values at the core of the business model. In a single
platform, users can get the facility of betting, gaming, staking, swapping, launchpad and
lottery.
Speed-Fi has a vast ecosystem that includes multi-network DEX, Multi-network
Launchpad, Multi-network NFT marketplace, and Web3 Play-to-Earn VR Car Racing
game. By combining all these features, Speed-Fi is adding value to modern blockchain
technology by giving a lot of opportunities to its users and facilitates them by earning
passive income through entertainment. Businesses can now establish the groundwork for
developing areas like digital assets, NFT, gaming industry, lottery, and gambling in the
most smooth way possible, while de-risking the development process, thanks to the
growing suite of blockchain infrastructure services and advanced resources.
The goal of Speed-Fi App is to bring the brand to life through a cultural lens, making it
stronger and more adaptable over time. It improves the efficiency and accessibility of
digital assets for everyone. Time stamping, transparency, and data decentralization
are all aspects that we believe are critical for making it a long-term viable and
decentralized ecosystem. Technological breakthroughs have ushered in a financial
revolution that will benefit everyone's financial connectivity, empowerment, and
skills. In essence, Speed-Fi ecosystem is a one-stop shop for a variety of services.

Complete suit
of DEFI apps
Gaming

Lottery

Betting
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VISION
We foresee a world where people can receive whatever they need in one Blockchain
ecosystem, and wealth-building strategies that were previously only available to the
wealthy become available to everyone, restoring people's control over their financial
systems. The Speed-Fi network will build a breakthrough ecosystem to attract more people
into digital assets, allowing them to earn money by staking, Buying/Selling, or trading NFTs,
playing games, betting and through lottery while keeping their privacy, security, authority,
and autonomy.

The Speed-Fi digital asset should be anticipated to develop an ecosystem built on strong
monetary regulations and a stable decentralized basis.

Speed-Fi Vision is Encapsulated With Three Main Components:

Community-Focused
More focused on supporting and caring for community

VISION
STATEMENT

Entertainment
Giving pleasure and delight to audience

Wealth-Building
Embarking new wealth raising strategies worldwide
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MISSION
Our mission is to take "Speed-Fi" to new heights by providing customers with an innovative,
user- friendly, one-stop-shop platform to give everyone in the world an equal chance to manage
and improve their financial security. Speed-Fi App's future and mission is to integrate the real
world and the digital space unlimited resource of high-end, exclusive, futuristic, sophisticated
space to live and interact in for its Speed-Fi App community and society in the metaverse
universe. Speed- Fi is to provide a decentralized financial platform that is provably fair and
independent of any particular country, authority, or member of our team. Its goal is to become
the most popular and transparent app on the planet.

Giving people the opportunities of entertainment and fun with generating income
Our mission includes the creation of a next-generation complete all-in-one platform and
giving every person in the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial
security by using the Speed-Fi App.
Implementing innovative projects.
Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully decentralized in
every sense of the word.
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ECOSYSTEM

Gaming

Cross-Chain
DEX

Staking

Betting

SPEED (SPDF)
Token

Expansion
of
Ecosystem

Lottery

CrossChain
Launchpad

Multi NFT
Marketplace
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VALUES OF SPEED-FI

Community
Starting up a project like Speed-Fi is not without its struggles but in the end we have
discovered that having a strong community keeps us from drowning. At the
beginning, we wondered if projects could succeed by working together in groups.
Speed-Fi proved that it could be done when driven by the collective effort and
investments of our community. Our core members are what make us who we are,
and they're part of our success story every bit as much as we all are.

Utility
Speed-Fi believes that the best way to generate value in the blockchain space is
though utility. The company was founded on the principle of giving communities a
means for loyalty programs, rewards and entertainment, and two-factor
authentication which are all things that people will embrace owing to its communitydriven instinct. Our App provide real benefits for all of our users due to their unique
properties, because people can be rewarded through lottery and betting.

Inclusivity
Providing equal opportunities and resources is a priority for Speed-Fi.

Interconnectivity
Speed-Fi believes in creating a network through which the right members with their
special skills and talents can interact and learn alongside one another to create an
effective system at work. Each of these members relies on the other for ultimate
success. When we put our energies together into a joint venture, this team
becomes greater than its own sum of parts working as individual entity.
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CROSS-CHAIN
DEX & LAUNCHPAD
Speed-Fi swapping platform is designed to allow users to securely Swap their tokens without
relying on 3rd party services or losing control over their private keys. As a decentralized
exchange, all trades are automatically executed via smart contracts — completely
eliminating counterpart risks.

Speed-Fi will also provide a platform for early investors to participate in ICO Presales of new
projects to be launched of multiple blockchains.

There are many great reasons our users love using Multi-Network Swap;

Quickly swap into an asset you believe will grow.
Move out of a volatile asset into one of our stable coins.
Speed-Fi Swap platforms are integrated into the top cryptocurrency trading exchanges
in the world, this allows users to search and select the best rates for the transaction.
Security is at the core of everything we do.
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CROSS-CHAIN
NFT MARKETPLACE
Speed-Fi allows creators to trade their NFTs and makes it simple to sell or auction them.
A wide range of users, including musicians and animators, can utilize Speed-Fi App to
produce, distribute, buy, sell, and exchange their digital goods. The platform enables
creators to build digital assets without understanding how to code by allowing them to
leverage smart contracts on the blockchain. The vast variety of digital assets, which can
range from art to games, is what makes Speed-Fi so enticing to both makers and
collectors. Users can search any NFT marketplace to buy and sell NFTs and they can
explore new world of NFTs by using Speed-Fi. It is compatible, safe and reliable in its
progress because it supports multiple blockchains.

Ownership Rights
The primary benefit of non-fungible tokens is the ability to prove
ownership. NFTs can assist in linking ownership to a single account
because they are on a blockchain network.

Authenticity
The advantages of non-fungible tokens are essentially determined by their
rarity. NFTs are created on the blockchain, which means they are tied to
one- of-a-kind data. The particular qualities of NFTs reveal their ability to
add value. Simultaneously, NFT manufacturers have the option of
releasing a restricted number of NFTs to create supply scarcity.

Fraud Proof
They are easily transferred and unaffected by fraud.
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NFT MARKET VALUE
(BY SEGMENTS)
Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens skyrocketed, with multi million-dollar
sales smashing records. According to a new estimate, the NFT market will surpass $40
billion in 2021. According to DappRadar, the trade volume of NFTs in 2021 was $24.9 billion.
This is an increase from $95 million in 2020. In 2021, there were 2.7 million unique active
wallets as a proxy for users, with 49 percent of those users connected to NFT games.
Despite the average NFT price fluctuating between $6,900 and $1,300 in January, a recordbreaking 2.4 million NFTs (worth $4.8 billion) were traded on OpenSea. The total sales
value over the previous 30 days was around 87 million dollars as of February 15, 2022.
In 2020, NFT projects in art and gaming were both valued several millions of dollars, but
they were significantly smaller than in 2021.

CHARACTERISTICS
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0
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0

0

0
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NFT MARKET SIZE
(2022-2028)
The global Non-Fungible Token (NFT) market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 22.05
percent between 2022 and 2028, from US $1.59 billion in 2021 to US $7.63 billion in 2028.
Taking into account the economic impact of the health issue, Art & Collectibles, which
accounted for 69.98 percent of the worldwide Non-Fungible Token (NFT) market in 2021, is
expected to reach US$ 4.68 billion by 2028, increasing at a revised 20.65% CAGR in the
post-COVID-19 period. During the forecast period, the CAGR for the Primary Market
segment has been changed to 9.14 percent.
In 2021, China's Non-Fungible Token(NFT) market will be worth US $91.85 million,
while North America and Europe's Non-Fungible Token(NFT) markets will be worth
US$ 517.91 million and US$ 479.58 million, respectively. North America's share will be
32.56 percent in 2021, while Europe's share will be 30.15 percent, and China's share will
be 6.21 percent in 2028, with a CAGR of 23.43 percent over the analyzed period. Japan,
South Korea, and Southeast Asia are notable Asian markets, with CAGRs of 23.60
percent, 21.31 percent, and 18.71 percent for the next six years, respectively.
Germany's Non-Fungible Token (NFT) market is expected to reach US$ 453.69 million
by 2028, representing a CAGR of 22.21 percent over the forecast period.

THE NFT MARKETPLACE: BY THE NUMBERS
According to the annual NFT Market Report, total NFT sales surpassed $17.6 billion last
year, a more than 200-fold rise from the previous year.
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SPEED STAKING
Staking is a great way to maximize your earnings on digital assets that would otherwise be
sitting in your wallet. Once you have staked your assets, you can earn staking rewards on
top of your staked amount and grow them further by compounding those future rewards.
The staking platforms enable investors to essentially obtain staking rewards that have
popped up in response to the rapid growth of crypto stealthily. Therefore, if you're looking
to earn a very passive income through staking, this is essentially the place to be, which is
quite significant.
Speed-Fi helps its users to stake their coin and tokens. Our staking platform will help the
community increase the number of Speed tokens that users stake.

There are quantifiable benefits of staking coin with Speed-Fi ecosystem:

NO HARDWARE IS
REQUIRED

PASSIVE
INCOME

SCALABILITY

ECO-FRIENDLIER

MORE COSTEFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED
WITH THE HELP
OF SMART
CONTRACT
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SPEED GAME
Speed-Fi has a feature of Free-to-Play and Freeto-Earn video game

in which players

may

explore new places and construct structures to
collect resources, level up, compete,
interact, and earn. Speed Game is a
futuristic Web3 P2E VR Car Racing game
that takes players on an incredible
blockchain journey full of
adventures and opportunities.

Speed game has a unique feature
of virtual reality (VR) and rewards earning.
Players by competing with each other and by
leveling up will earn rewards and incentives.

Speed-Fi App is an open Gaming ecosystem. It has the following features:

A car racing game to compete and earn rewards
Adventure in racing contest.
Complete quests, clear levels by fulfilling requirements.
Game issue and extending
Usage of Virtual Reality (VR)
Digital Assets Rights Management & Digital Assets Exchange
Player Community Interaction & Player Database
Speed-Fi App allowing players or token investors to compound their profits by Holding
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GLOBAL GAMING
INDUSTRY
In recent years, the global gaming sector has exploded. According to Fortune Business
Insights, the worldwide gaming market is predicted to grow at a CAGR of 13.20 percent
between 2021 and 2028, reaching USD 545.98 billion. According to Fortune Business
Insight's report "Gaming Market, 2021-2028," the market was worth USD 203.12 billion in
2020.
The worldwide gaming market is expected to reach 268.8 billion US dollars per year in
2025, up from 178 billion US dollars in 2021. Despite considerable growth in Asia, North
America is expected to remain the world's top-grossing gaming market. In-game
purchases are expected to be worth more than 74 million dollars globally by 2025.
According to reports, the video game industry's revenue was $78.61 billion in 2017 and is
expected to exceed $90 billion by 2020. The video game business is expected to increase
at a rate of 2.29 percent annually from 2020 to 2024, according to statistics on revenue by
year.
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LOTTERY AND
BETTING
Speed-Fi is one of the amazing blockchain platform that is providing many facilities
including betting and lottery in a single platform. Users who involve themselves in these
activities can earn income with pleasure and delight. Lotteries are popular because they
offer both money and a challenge. The four primary motivations for purchasing lotteries
are the desire to win, impulse/curiosity, feeling lucky, and enjoyment.

The possibility of

winning the jackpot was the strongest predictor of lottery

involvement, and the possibility of winning the jackpot was the strongest predictor of
lottery participation.

As we talk about betting, it has become a huge entertaining industry like games. People
are rushing towards it. Blockchain has changed the concept of gambling as the people
have resources and access online apps and platforms to take part in betting.

MARKET OVERVIEW
Since the dawn of time, lotteries have been a part of human history. Lotteries were
documented in the Old Testament in various ways; Roman emperors gave them for
amusement; French kings used them to balance state deficits; and modern states employ
lotteries to fund a significant portion of their public works. Lotteries have grown into a
multi billion-dollar industry encompassing more than 100 countries and 200 jurisdictions,
and they are still permitted in countries where traditional betting and casino-style
gambling are prohibited. As a result, lotteries' part of the overall gaming business has
increased from 2.3 percent in 2013 to 4% in 2016, with a current 29 percent share of global
gaming income.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
The online lottery industry was worth around USD 7.5 billion in 2019 and is predicted to reach USD
12 billion by 2026, growing at an annual rate of 8% over the forecast period. The global lottery
market is worth $398 billion (more than the combined value of the SaaS, video game, and film
industries) and is expected to grow to $625 billion by 2025. Its average annual growth rate exceeds
8% and is nearly three times that of the global economy. The online gaming market is expected to
be worth $66.72 billion in 2020, while the online lottery market is expected to be worth $10.07
billion (15.1 percent).
In 2023, the worldwide online gambling business is expected to be worth more than 92.9 billion
dollars. The market is currently valued at almost 59 billion dollars, but it is expected to increase in
the next years. In 2019, the global casino and internet gambling industry was predicted to be worth
around 265 billion US dollars, up from the previous year. The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,
however, caused the industry to drop to 202.54 billion USD in 2020. The market is expected to reach
230.86 billion in 2021. In the year 2021, the gambling market in the United States is expected to be
worth US$262.4 billion. By 2026, Asia-Pacific (including China) is expected to have a market size of
US$322.4 billion, growing at a CAGR of 4.4 percent over the research period. Canada and Europe are
two other important geographic markets, with growth forecasts of 3.1 percent and 3.5 percent,
respectively, over the analysis period.
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WHY SPEED-FI

Open for Global Participants
Speed-Fi facilitates global transactions and bring them closer to a wider audience. An added
benefit of Speed-Fi use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done freely across
borders. The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more
financially connected, empowered, and enabled. Speed-Fi has no border so these can be used
no matter where you are located globally. This also has a huge effect on international payment
fees. Traditionally international transfers have much higher fees than domestic transfers and
payments. International payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.

Multi Blockchain
Speed-Fi ecosystem supports 15+ Blockchain Networks.

Transparency & Immutability
With Speed-Fi, each time exchange of tokens is recorded on the blockchain, an audit trail is
present to trace where the assets came from and where it went. This can not only help
improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but it can also help
verify the authenticity of the traded assets.

Lower Fees and Security
The fees associated with Speed-Fi transactions are far less than those associated with debit,
credit cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payments. Speed-Fi is a secure and private
cryptocurrency platform that keeps the investor's assets anonymous without compromising
security.

Safe & Secure
Speed-Fi is a safe and secure platform and our technical team is continuously improving the
security system to ensure the safety of platform.
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WHY SPEED-FI

LOW GAS
FEES
GLOBAL IMPACT

COMMUNITY
FOCUSED
LONGEVITY
&
REWARDS
EASE OF USE
TRUST
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TOKEN DETAIL

NAME
Speed-Fi (SPDF)

BLOCKCHAIN
Multi-Network

PLATFORM
15+ Networks, including ERC-20, BSC-20, Tron, etc

Total SUPPLY
1 billion
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TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

BUY TAX
Liquidity = 2%
Marketing = 2%
Development = 2%

SELL TAX
Liquidity = 2%
Marketing = 3%
Development = 2%
Burn = 1%
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Road Map

2022 Q2
2022 Q3
Marketing Campaign
Contract Development
Contract Audits
Staking
Platform Development Completed before Presale
DEX Development - 15+ Cross-Chain
support
Presale Launch
Launch Staking platform on the day of
Presale launch
Launch Fully functional DEX on the day of
PancakeSwap listing

2023 Q1
Mass adoption of Ecosystem
CEX listings
Gaming License
Web3 VR Play-To-Earn Car Racing Game
Development
Betting platform Development
Roadmap V2 - Expansion of Ecosystem

Project Conceptualization & Research
Team Development
White Paper Development
Develop & Launch Website
Social Media Account setup
Advertising Campaign

2022 Q4
Mass adoption of Ecosystem
CoinMarketCap listing
Coin Gecko listing
Lottery/Betting License
Lottery Platform Finalized & Go Live
LaunchPad Development & Launch
CEX listings
NFT Marketplace Development & Go Live

2023 Q2
Marketing Campaign V2
Web3 VR Play-To-Earn Car Racing Game
- Go Live
Betting platform Go Live
CEX listings
Expansion of Ecosystem - here the fun
comes
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